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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to explore the feasibility of applying the CSA scale to measure the individual spatial operation ability of operators using a control-display device. Because competent operators may be able to reduce the possibility of serious accidents from the control room, it is important to be able to effectively measure the individual differences among operators. For this reason, we adopted a 2 (cognitive styles)×2 (control-display pairing patterns) split-plot design for our experiment. This paper examined the differences between the performance of participants with field-dependent (FD) cognitive styles and field-independent (FI) cognitive styles in control-display pairing tasks, and the correlation between CSA scores and performances. The results of the experiment indicated that the CSA scale is capable of distinguishing between employees in their capacity to operate control-display devices effectively. Therefore, it is suggested that together with other performance measurement criteria, the CSA scale should serve as a measure of spatial ability to help screen control room operators. This would reduce the occurrence of possible errors and help to improve control room safety. J Physiol Anthropol 27(6): 287–294, 2008 http://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/jpa2
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Introduction

In this paper a control-display device refers to the type of control panel used in nuclear power plants, air traffic control towers, and the like. They are the communication channel between various machinery and operators in the control room and are often made up of a large number of control and display units (Sanders and McCormick, 1992). Often, the unsafe and inefficient operation of a complex control-display device is closely related to a disastrous event in the control room. It is therefore essential to explore how to maintain safe and efficient operation when using a control-display device. The topic of redesigning control-display devices has often been explored in the literature. However, for various reasons, such as the individual difference in abilities to operate a control-display device, not every operator may be able to safely and effectively operate one. Selecting the correct operators for a control-display device is an important issue for maintaining safe and efficient control room operation (Lhooir, 1984).

A control room operator refers to someone with a bachelor’s degree in engineering or the physical sciences in a nuclear power plant, or a qualified air traffic controller in an air traffic control tower. Because the dexterity of the operators affects the possibility of disastrous events in the control room (Gray and Haas, 1984; Grosdeva and Montmollin, 1994; Seminara, 1980), any criteria that can be used to distinguish the difference between operators in the control room should be explored and listed for possible use in the evaluation of their ability to operate a control-display device. Establishing the appropriate criteria will help select suitable operators and reduce the possibility of a serious incident as a result of the improper operation of a control-display device.

In this study, Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) is suggested to help assess individual spatial operation ability in terms of operating a control-display device. Proposed by Riding and Cheema (1991), the CSA scale is an effective evaluative tool for measuring individual spatial cognitive ability in field-dependent-independent (FDI) cognitive styles, which is the human characteristic of separating a target from its contextual surroundings in a spatially misleading condition where the target is hidden in its contextual environment, making it hard to be identified (Witkin et al., 1962). When based upon a computerized administering system, the CSA is easier to use and is more valid (Redmond et al., 2007) than the traditional test of FDI cognitive styles. For this reason, the CSA has been widely used to measure a person’s spatial operating abilities when processing spatial information.

However, we are short on auxiliary measurement criteria for the measurement of the individual spatial operation abilities needed to control a control-display device. Currently, the
measurement criteria for the differences between operators when operating a control-display device are mainly composed of physical ability, mental ability, and personal characteristics (Bortolussi et al., 1986; Hayashi et al., 1990; Hendy et al., 1990; Itoh et al., 1989; Pickup et al., 2005). Physical ability includes functional criteria such as sight, hearing, ability to respond, and health conditions, including mental status. These criteria are often represented by tables of physical functional conditions such as sight and hearing observation data. Mental ability includes intelligence and aptitude tests such as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) and the General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB). As far as personal characteristics are concerned, scales such as the California Psychological Inventory (CPI) and Strong Interest Inventory (SII) are frequently used for testing potential control-display device operators. These scales indicate that most current auxiliary measurements deal with physical abilities and mental abilities and seem to lack a measurement for spatial operation ability. Therefore, in this study we will use the CSA scale for measuring the individual differences in spatial operation ability among operators when controlling a control-display device.

In this study, it is hypothesized that the CSA scale can distinguish the differences in individual spatial operation ability among control-display device operators. Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) is an effective tool for the measurement of FD and FI cognitive styles. With this scale, individuals are divided mainly into those with a field-dependent (FD) cognitive style and those with a field-independent (FI) cognitive style (Riding and Cheema, 1991). FD individuals tend to be susceptible to deceptive environment cues, particularly in tasks that require the individual to identify familiar elements in an unfamiliar context (the misleading context). On the other hand, FI individuals tend to be able to disregard deceptive environment cues, particularly in tasks requiring identification of familiar elements in an unfamiliar context (Pascual-Leone, 1984, 1987, 1989). According to the research of different cognitive styles and their performance differences (Witkin et al., 1962), the difference between the performance of FD and FI individuals depends upon the degree of interference the misleading context has on the target in the spatial target-separating task. When the target is blurred and it is hard to tell from its contextual surroundings (the misleading context), FD individuals are more likely to be hindered by the context, resulting in a longer reaction time and consequently a poor performance. On the other hand, the performance of FI individuals is less likely to be affected by the misleading context. This explains why there are performance differences between FD and FI cognitive styles as well as in the relationships between spatial target-separating tasks and spatially misleading situations.

To control a control-display device requires the characteristics of being good at spatial target separating and not being influenced by a spatially misleading condition. Operating a control-display device is a spatial control (stimulus)–display (response) pairing task (a spatial S-R pairing task) (Fitts and Seeger, 1953). Because of the multiple pairwise connections of control and display units in a control-display device, operators must conduct a search task for the target display unit within the control-display device and manipulate a large number of control units and display units. This search and hunt task is conducted within a misleading context where the operator needs to separate the target display unit from multiple display units within the control-display device. In other words, the control task (the control-display pairing task) in the control-display device is basically a spatial target-separating task under a spatially misleading condition. Thus, there may be different spatial operation abilities required by FD and FI individuals to manipulate the control-display device. For example, FI individuals may perform faster without being influenced by the control-display pairing task, compared to FD individuals whose performance may be poorer in the control-display pairing task. This shows the feasibility of using the CSA scale to distinguish the individual spatial operation ability differences between operators of a control-display device.

The above descriptions show the importance, necessity, and feasibility of using the CSA scale in exploring the individual spatial operation ability of operators in the control room. Based on the CSA scale, the operators who participated in the experiment of this study were asked to conduct spatial control-display pairing tasks so that we could explore the performance differences between different cognitive styles and the relationships between performance and cognitive style. The results obtained from this study may help the selection process for finding operators suitable for a control room.

Spatial control-display pairing tasks
Spatial control-display pairing refers to the pairing between the physical arrangement in space of the controls and their associated displays (Sanders and McCormick, 1992). These pairing tasks are frequently seen in spatial routines where the control units match the relevant displays within the control-display device. Fitts and Deininger (1964) further divided spatial control-display pairing tasks into correspondent and non-correspondent patterns. A condition is called "correspondent" when the related display units and control units are consistent, i.e., a horizontally arranged (vertically arranged) control unit responds to a horizontally arranged (vertically arranged) display (compatible condition) and the required reaction time is short. Conversely, when the corresponding display units and control units are inconsistent, i.e., a horizontally arranged (vertically arranged) control responds to a vertically arranged (horizontally arranged) display (incompatible condition), and the reaction time is longer. This condition is called "non-correspondent." These two pairing patterns differ in the corresponding relationships between the control and the display units, i.e., the correspondent pattern conducts a consistent corresponding relationship between control and display units while the non-correspondent pattern conducts an inconsistent corresponding
relationship. They represent most of the spatial operations required using a control-display device.

This study used a simple correspondent and non-correspondent spatial control-display pairing task to represent a spatial control-display pairing task matching experiment. The simple spatial control-display pairing tasks in this study were designed based on simple tasks in a control room, a concept proposed by Umiltà et al. (1990). Based on Umiltà et al. (1990) a simple spatial control-display pairing task refers to a spatial corresponding task performed on a control-display device simplified from a common control-display device. In such a task, an operator performs a pairing task on a simple device that is composed of a few control and display units, i.e., an operator conducts a right (left) control-right (left) display/right (left) control-left (right) display corresponding task on a device that is composed of only two control units and two display units. These descriptions show that a simple spatial control-display pairing task maintains the same corresponding relationships between the control and display units in a common spatial control-display pairing task. This indicates that a simple spatial control-display pairing task has the same type of compatibility as a common spatial control-display pairing task. Therefore, this study used simple spatial control-display pairing tasks and a correspondent and non-correspondent pairing task, to match the experiment.

**CSA scale and FDI cognitive styles**

Field-dependent-independent (FDI) cognitive styles refer to the two contrasting manners of processing spatial information, which are positioned along a continuum running from the extreme FDI cognitive style to the extreme FDI cognitive style (Witkin et al., 1962; Pascual-Leone, 1994). According to Pennings (1988) and Warber (1989), FDI individuals use a holistic strategy to correspond to the spatial features of the schema (a form of mental imagery imagined from the referenced message) and the target message, so as to separate the target from its contextual surroundings. FDI individuals, on the other hand, use an analytic strategy to correspond to the spatial features of the schema and the target message and to split the target from its contextual surroundings. Because it is easier for those individuals using the analytic strategy to spot the differences between referenced messages and the target signal, they are less likely to be influenced by the noises in the context (spatial features not related to the target signal). Therefore, FDI individuals can separate the target quickly, and complete the spatial target-separating task in a short period of time. On the other hand, it is not easy for individuals using the holistic strategy to tell the difference between the referenced messages and the target signal. Hence, they are more likely to be influenced by the noise in the context and will take longer to finish the task of target separating. As a result, FDI and CSA cognitive styles are used as patterns of cognitive styles in this study.

Cognitive Styles Analysis (CSA) is an effective tool that was developed from the traditional test of FDI cognitive styles, such as the Embedded-Figure test proposed by Witkin et al. (1972, 1982). According to Pascual-Leone et al. (1994), these tests have a common underlying concept: a spatially misleading situation is used for all the questions in a test. Pascual-Leone et al. pointed out that the so-called spatially misleading situation indicates a task environment where the target signal is hidden in the spatial context, making it hard to be separated from the spatial context. The figure-separating task in Witkin's Embedded-Figure test and the figure-matching condition in the CSA scale are examples of spatially misleading situations. In these tests, the analytic strategy makes it easier for FDI individuals to spot the target message, resulting in a shorter task time. On the other hand, FDI individuals will spend a longer time completing the spatial target-separating task. In light of this, it is possible to tell the cognitive style of a specific individual based on the length of the task time in the test with a misleading context. The CSA has been widely used to measure FDI cognitive styles as a substitute for the traditional Embedded-Figure test due to its ability to be computerized, as well as to the validity of the test. For this reason, the CSA is used as a tool for measuring FDI cognitive styles. A CSA score above 1 indicates an FDI cognitive style, while a score below 1 indicates an FI cognitive style (Riding and Cheema, 1991).

**Hypotheses**

The experiment and inferences in this study are conducted on the basis of the following two hypotheses: (1) FDI and CSA participants have different spatial operating abilities in controlling control-display devices, i.e., FDI individuals have better performance than FDI individuals in spatial control-display pairing tasks, and are not influenced by the complexity of the tasks (2) There is a specific relationship between CSA scores and the performance criteria of the spatial control-display pairing task, such as the corresponding task time / error times, i.e., there is a highly positive relationship between the CSA scores and the performances of FDI participants.

**Method**

**Experimental design**

A 2 (cognitive styles) × 2 (spatial control-display pairing patterns) design is adopted in this study. The two independent variables are the cognitive styles and the spatial control-display pairing patterns, where the cognitive styles cover the FDI and CSA cognitive styles levels and the spatial control-display pairing patterns consist of correspondent and non-correspondent spatial control-display pairing tasks.

In the experiment, participants are asked to conduct two spatial control-display pairing tasks. The order of the tasks is randomly assigned to each participant using random numbers. For example, a subject may process the correspondent task first and then the non-correspondent task while the other may do this in the reverse order.
Participants
Sixty control room operators (30 participants per cognitive style) from five control rooms (the air traffic control towers of Chiayi Airport and Taichung Airport in Taiwan, the control center of the CPC (Chinese Petroleum Corporation), TRA (Taiwan Railways Administration), and the THRA (Taiwan High-Speed Railways Administration)) were recruited to participate in the experiment. Each participant's cognitive style was measured by CSA (FD participants: mean score = 1.21, SD = 0.33; FI participants: mean score = 0.62, SD = 0.28). Their mean age was 36.4 years (SD = 4.8). A CSA score above 1 indicates an FD cognitive style, while a score below 1 indicates an FI cognitive style (Riding and Cheema, 1991). All participants were healthy and claimed to be right-handed. Their mean age was 41.2 yr. (SD = 4.4).

Experimental task
The control-display pairing experiment consisted of correspondent and non-correspondent spatial control-display pairing tasks. In the correspondent spatial control-display pairing task, the right response key corresponds to the right stimulus, and the left response key corresponds to the left stimulus. Conversely, the reverse condition is seen in the non-correspondent spatial control-display pairing task, i.e., the right response key corresponds to the left stimulus, and the left response key corresponds to the right target stimulus. In the experimental tasks, the stimuli appear randomly.

In this study, the experimental tasks were programmed in Visual Basic. The screen background was black. The positions of the stimuli were outlined using two thin 3 cm × 3 cm white squares (the distance between the two squares was 4 cm). The stimuli appeared randomly, six times in two squares with a 2.5 cm × 2.5 cm yellow square background.

While performing tasks in the experiment, each participant was asked to only use the index finger of their right hand, the dominant hand, to press the control button. In each trial, the push of the response key, whether correct or wrong, would automatically trigger the next trial with a pause of 0.3 sec.

Equipment
The experimental tasks in this study were simulated by Visual Basic and performed on a Notebook (Compaq Evo N610v). The participants used a two-key control unit (Lumina LP-400) to respond to the stimulus on the display. The distance between the display and the participant's eye was approximately 40 cm.

Experimental procedure
The experiment was divided into two stages: participant sampling and spatial control-display pairing experiment. Before conducting the tasks in stage 2, participants were classified according to their CSA scores in stage 1.

Stage 1: participant sampling
Before the experiment, sixty male control room operators from five control rooms were recruited to participate in the experiment. If an operator was willing to participate in the experiment, he was given the CSA test. The CSA scale measured the cognitive style of each participant. Twelve participants were collected from each control room, amounting to a total of 60 participants for the experiment.

Stage 2: the spatial control-display pairing experiment
The participants from Stage 1 were then recruited to participate in the spatial control-display pairing experiment in Stage 2.

1. They all received a briefing and a tutorial introducing the spatial control-display pairing experiment. The tutorial was repeated until each participant was familiar with the procedure.

2. To ensure that the participants understood the experimental procedure, each participant was asked to verbally repeat the way the test was to be conducted. After the tutorial, there was a 2-minute break.

3. The pushing of the enter button started the correspondent pairing tasks (6 trials) and the non-correspondent pairing task (6 trials). In each trial, the stimulus appeared randomly on left or right locations on the screen. In the correspondent pairing task, a participant had to press the key that corresponded to the relevant stimulus on the screen, i.e., he had to press the left (right) key to respond to the stimulus that appeared randomly on the left (right) location on the screen. Conversely, a participant had to press an inconsistent key to respond to the relevant stimulus on the screen for a non-correspondent pairing task, i.e., he had to press the right (left) key to respond to the stimulus that appeared randomly on the left (right) location on the screen. In each trial, the push of the response key, whether it was correct or wrong, automatically triggered the next trial with a pause of 0.3 sec. If there were errors during the trial, it automatically jumped to the next trial. The number of errors and reaction times was recorded automatically.

4. During the test, only “Task starts” and “Task ends” were prompted on the screen. No messages were offered in order to avoid any interference with the test. A participant could not proceed to the next pairing task until he had completed the previous one.

Performance criteria and statistical analysis
The average reaction time and errors of the six tests in the control-display pairing task were used as the performance criteria in this study. The reaction time was defined as the time interval between the stimulus appearing on the screen and the response key being pressed.

In this study, significant variance analyses and regression analyses were performed to compare the performances of the FD and FI participants as well as the relationship between the CSA score of the FDI cognitive styles and the performances in the spatial control-display pairing tasks. A significance level of 0.05 was used to compare the performance means of the FD and
Table 1 ANOVA analysis of FDI cognitive styles and control-display pairing patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>F value</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDI cognitive styles (A)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>623573.44</td>
<td>207.14</td>
<td>.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control-display pairing patterns (B)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>95687.11</td>
<td>31.76</td>
<td>.00**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A×B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10110.25</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: p<.05, **: p<.01

Table 2 FD and FI participants' performances in the control-display pairing tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive styles</th>
<th>Correspondent</th>
<th>Non-correspondent</th>
<th>t test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reaction time (millisecond)</td>
<td>Error (times)</td>
<td>Reaction time (millisecond)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI participants</td>
<td>303.16 (SD=57.28)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>319.40 (SD=59.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD participants</td>
<td>359.43 (SD=44.47)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>394.75 (SD=56.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t test</td>
<td>t=3.14*</td>
<td>t=0.11</td>
<td>t=15.10**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: p<.05, **: p<.01

Results

Analysis of variance and correlation of cognitive styles and spatial control-display pairing patterns

The effects of two independent variables, cognitive styles and spatial control-display pairing patterns, were explored (Table 1). The analysis of variance indicated that both the FDI cognitive styles (F (1, 59)=207.14, p<.05) and the spatial control-display pairing patterns (F (1, 59)=31.76, p<.05) affected the performances of the participants. Furthermore, the Pearson correlation coefficient, r=0.95 (reaction time)/r=0.92 (errors), demonstrated a highly positive correlation between the CSA score of the FDI cognitive styles and the performances in the spatial control-display pairing tasks.

The results of the ANOVA test indicated that the impact of the cognitive style on the operator’s performance is larger than that of the spatial control-display pairing patterns. Moreover, the interaction between the cognitive style and the variables of the spatial control-display pairing pattern is low (interaction: F (1, 59)=1.35, p>.05). This finding indicates that the cognitive style is the dominant factor in the spatial control-display pairing tasks in the experiment.

Effect of cognitive style on a participant’s performance

Table 2 shows the performance of FD and FI participants in the control-display pairing tasks. The experimental results of the performances of participants with two cognitive styles in the control-display pairing tasks (correspondent: FI (303.16 millisecond / 1.2 error times)<FD (359.43 millisecond / 1.4 error times); non-correspondent: FI (319.40 millisecond / 1.5 error times)<FD (394.75 millisecond / 1.9 error times)) indicates that the FI participants performed better in both the correspondent and the non-correspondent pairing tasks. In addition, it also shows that FD participants are influenced by the complexity of the tasks in accordance with the results that there is a significant difference between the performances of the FD participants in different patterns of control-display pairing tasks (reaction time: t (59)=6.27, p>.05; error times: t (59)=3.21, p>.05). However, no significant performance differences were found between correspondent and non-correspondent control-display pairing tasks for FI participants (reaction time: t (59)=0.31, p>.05; error times: t (59)=0.52, p>.05). This result affirms the first hypothesis that FD and FI participants have different spatial operating abilities in controlling control-display devices.

In addition, Table 3 indicates that there is a highly positive relationship between the CSA scores and the performances of FDI participants (reaction time: correspondent FI: r=0.93, FD: r=0.89 / non-correspondent FI: r=0.87, FD: r=0.82; error: correspondent FI: r=0.89, FD: r=0.86 / non-correspondent FI: r=0.90, FD: r=0.81). This supports the second hypothesis that there is a specific relationship between scores of CSA and the spatial operation ability of the operators.

Effects of spatial control-display pairing patterns on a participant’s performance

When comparing the performances of the two cognitive styles in Table 2, all participants, regardless of their cognitive style, performed significantly faster in corresponding spatial control-display pairing tasks than in non-corresponding spatial control-display pairing tasks. This indicates that the easier it is to operate a control-display device, the better the participant’s performance.
Table 3  Regression analysis of CSA score and performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correspondent</th>
<th>Non-correspondent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reaction time error</td>
<td>CSA: $r=.95^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                | CSA: $r=.92^*$  | FI: $r=.89^*$  | FD: $r=.86^*$  | FI: $r=.90^*$  | FD: $r=.81^*$  |}

*: p<.01  
$r$: Pearson correlation coefficient

Discussion

The feasibility of applying the CSA scale to measure the individual spatial operation ability of operators for use of a control-display device

The purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility of applying the CSA scale to measure the individual spatial operation ability of operators for use of a control-display device. The result of the experiment demonstrates that the CSA scale can be used to distinguish individual spatial operation abilities in controlling a control-display device.

First, the experimental result shows that FD and FI participants have different individual spatial operation ability of operating a control-display device. Table 2, it can be seen that FI participants have better spatial operation abilities when performing both control-display pairing tasks. Table 2 shows that FI participants spent less time and had fewer errors than the FD participants when performing control-display pairing tasks. In addition, it shows that FI participants can efficiently and correctly perform the control-display pairing task, and are not influenced by the complexity of the tasks, implying that FD and FI operators have different spatial operation abilities. These results confirm that the CSA scale can distinguish individual spatial operation abilities in controlling a control-display device.

Moreover, the distribution analysis of the data of the reaction time in FD and FI participants (Fig. 1) also supports the affirmation that the CSA scale can distinguish individual spatial operation abilities in controlling a control-display device. Figure 1 shows that for both corresponding tasks, the overlap of the reaction time between FD and FI participants is low. It is evident that there is a gap between the performance of FD and FI participants in both the correspondent pairing task and the non-correspondent pairing task.

Finally, the highly positive correlation between the CSA scores and the operator’s performance also supports the feasibility of measuring an individual’s spatial operation ability of a control-display device using the CSA scale. In Table 3 it is shown that there is a specific relationship between CSA scores and spatial operation ability in the control-display pairing task. Table 3 shows that the higher the FI / FD scores the longer the reaction time / the larger the error times of the participants.

The extensional implications of applying the CSA scale in the screening of control room operators

The feasibility of applying the CSA scale in the screening of control room operators implies an extension of the measurement of the FDI cognitive styles. Currently, the measurement of FDI cognitive styles is used mainly in the evaluation and prediction of individual learning styles and learning achievement (Das et al., 2007; Gunther et al., 2007), and in the design and planning of the learning environment (Lee, 2007; Papanikolaou et al., 2006). The effectiveness of utilizing the CSA scale in the control room demonstrates that the measurement of FDI cognitive styles can be applied to other practical domains, particularly in those fields where...
spatial information processing is manipulated mainly during control-display pairing.

In addition, the individual difference in operating ability and adaptability to control-display devices found in this study helps to refine the conceptual framework in physiological anthropology. Sato (2005) stated that physiological anthropology is a steadily developing basic natural science. In the past, it has elucidated several theoretical concepts of human physiological characteristics. These conceptual frameworks have always been developed in a mosaic-like structure, and need to be refined. Sato investigated the development of the conceptual framework in physiological anthropology in order to strengthen the relationship among the different pieces of conceptual framework in physiological anthropology. By using the process of individual biology and through the process of population biology, Sato refined the conceptual framework of physiological anthropology in terms of technological adaptability, environmental adaptability, functional potentiality, and whole-body coordination. This refining must rely on the relationship between individual technological adaptability and operating a technological device. In this study, the feasibility of applying the CSA scale to measure the individual spatial operation ability of operators to use a control-display device demonstrates the individual technological adaptability to operate a technological device. As such, the result of the experiment in this study helps to refine the conceptual framework in physiological anthropology.

Conclusion

The results of this study demonstrate that the CSA scale is capable of distinguishing between employees in their capacity to operate control-display devices effectively. Therefore, it is suggested that the CSA scale is suitable as a measurement criterion in the screening of future control room operators, and should be included in the criteria for their evaluation. This is likely to reduce the occurrence of possible errors and help to improve control room safety.
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